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[1] The mantle wedge above subducting slabs is associated with many important
processes, including the transport of melt and volatiles. Our understanding of mantle
wedge dynamics is incomplete, as the mantle ﬂow ﬁeld above subducting slabs remains
poorly understood. Because seismic anisotropy is a consequence of deformation,
measurements of shear wave splitting can constrain the geometry of mantle ﬂow. In order
to identify processes that make ﬁrst-order contributions to the pattern of wedge ﬂow, we
have compiled a data set of local S splitting measurements from mantle wedges worldwide.
There is a large amount of variability in splitting parameters, with average delay times
ranging from ~0.1 to 0.3 s up to ~1.0–1.5 s and large variations in fast directions. We tested
for relationships between splitting parameters and a variety of parameters related to
subduction processes. We also explicitly tested the predictions made by 10 different
models that have been proposed to explain splitting patterns in the mantle wedge. We ﬁnd
that no simple model can explain all of the trends observed in the global data set. Mantle
wedge ﬂow is likely controlled by a combination of downdip motion of the slab, trench
migration, ambient mantle ﬂow, small-scale convection, proximity to slab edges, and slab
morphology, with the relative contributions of these in any given subduction system
controlled by the subduction kinematics and mantle rheology. There is also a likely
contribution from B-type olivine and/or serpentinite fabric in many subduction zones,
governed by the local thermal structure and volatile distribution.
Citation: Long, M. D., and E. A. Wirth (2013), Mantle flow in subduction systems: The mantle wedge flow field and
implications for wedge processes, J. Geophys. Res. Solid Earth, 118, doi:10.1002/jgrb.50063.

viscous coupling between the downgoing slab and the overlying mantle has been invoked to explain many aspects of the
mantle wedge, including its thermal structure [e.g., Kincaid
and Sacks, 1997; van Keken et al., 2002; Keleman et al.,
2003], the generation of melt and the location of arc volcanoes
[e.g., Grove et al., 2009], the transport of volatiles [e.g.,
Cagnioncle et al., 2007], and a range of seismological observations such as velocities and attenuation [e.g., Wiens and
Smith, 2003; Abers et al., 2006]. However, other types of ﬂow
regimes, including dominantly trench-parallel ﬂow, have
also been suggested based on numerical modeling studies
[e.g., Conder and Wiens, 2007] or observations, either seismological [e.g., Smith et al., 2001; Abt et al., 2009] or geochemical [e.g., Hoernle et al., 2008; Heyworth et al., 2011].
[3] The most direct observational constraints on ﬂow patterns in the mantle wedge come from observations of seismic anisotropy, which manifests itself clearly in the splitting
or birefringence of shear waves. Anisotropy in the upper
mantle is a consequence of deformation, either through the
lattice-preferred orientation of mantle minerals [e.g., Karato
et al., 2008] or through the shape-preferred orientation
of elastically distinct material such as partial melt [e.g.,
Zimmerman et al., 1999; Vauchez et al., 2000]. The characterization of upper mantle anisotropy can thus shed light on
the pattern of upper mantle deformation [e.g., Long and
Becker, 2010]. Shear wave splitting has become a popular
tool for probing deformation in subduction zones, and

1. Introduction
[2] The mantle wedge above subducting slabs represents
an important, yet poorly understood aspect of Earth’s plate
tectonic regime. As slabs of oceanic lithosphere descend
and are recycled back into the mantle, a variety of processes
operate in the overlying mantle wedge, including the generation and transport of melt which is responsible for the arc
volcanism usually observed at the surface. Despite its importance to the plate tectonic system, many aspects of the mantle wedge remain poorly understood, including its thermal
structure, the storage and transport of water and other volatiles, and the mechanisms by which melt is transported to
the surface [e.g., van Keken, 2003; Wiens et al., 2008]. The
pattern and vigor of mantle ﬂow in the wedge, and the dynamic processes that operate to control that ﬂow, also remain
poorly understood. Simple 2-D corner ﬂow induced by
All Supporting Information may be found in the online version of
this article.
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parameters related to wedge processes such as volcanic production. Third, we critically evaluate the many models that
have been proposed to explain the pattern of shear wave splitting in mantle wedges and examine the predictions made by
different models in light of the global data set. Finally, we discuss the implications of the global wedge shear wave splitting
data set on our understanding of mantle wedge geodynamics
and processes.

measurements of splitting for local S phases that originate
from slab earthquakes can provide relatively direct constraints
on anisotropy and mantle ﬂow above subducting slabs.
[4] While there is a wealth of published studies on S wave
splitting in the mantle wedge available in the literature, consensus on how to interpret these measurements and an understanding of the pattern of mantle ﬂow in mantle wedges
have remained elusive, for several reasons. First, mantle
wedge shear wave splitting patterns are highly variable in
subduction zones worldwide, with large variations in average delay times and spatially variable fast directions [e.g.,
Long and Silver, 2008]. Second, direct comparisons among
local S splitting studies can be difﬁcult, because of variable
station coverage in subduction zones and differences in preprocessing procedures and measurement methods. Third,
unlike in many regions of the upper mantle, there is ambiguity about the interpretation of mantle wedge fast splitting
directions in terms of ﬂow geometry, since B-type olivine
lattice-preferred orientation (LPO) [Jung and Karato,
2001; Karato et al., 2008] or serpentinite LPO [Kneller
et al., 2008; Katayama et al., 2009; Jung, 2011] may be
present in the wedge, and there may be a contribution from
aligned partial melt [Zimmerman et al., 1999; Holtzman
et al., 2003] or from aligned cracks in the uppermost part
of the slab [Faccenda et al., 2008; Healy et al., 2009].
[5] A promising approach to unraveling the dynamic processes that control mantle wedge anisotropy is to consider
the variability in shear wave splitting patterns observed in
subduction zones worldwide and to compare splitting
parameters to other parameters that describe subduction in
order to identify ﬁrst-order controls on the global pattern
of wedge splitting. Long and Silver [2008] recently carried
out such a study and proposed a framework for subduction
zone anisotropy in which the mantle wedge ﬂow ﬁeld is controlled by the interaction of two-dimensional corner ﬂow
induced by the downgoing slab and three-dimensional ﬂow
induced by trench migration. Here we expand on this previous work and present a more complete investigation of the
relationships between wedge splitting parameters and other
parameters that describe subduction. In a companion paper
[Long and Silver, 2009], we have presented a detailed investigation of shear wave splitting patterns due to anisotropy
beneath subducting slabs and explored the implications of
our trench-migration-controlled model for mantle dynamics.
[6] The work presented here has several goals. First, we
use a more detailed description of the average splitting
parameters due to wedge anisotropy than that used in Long
and Silver [2008]. Rather than relying solely on average
delay time measurements due to wedge anisotropy in any
given subduction zone, we have normalized our delay time
estimates by the range of event depths involved in each
study and have quantiﬁed the location and sense of strikeperpendicular transitions in fast directions, which are often
observed in local S splitting studies [e.g., Nakajima and
Hasegawa, 2004; Levin et al., 2004]. We have also evaluated
along-strike variations in wedge splitting in two subduction
zones where the data coverage is dense enough to do so
(Central America and Ryukyu). Second, we present a more
detailed examination of the correlations between mantle
wedge splitting parameters and other parameters that describe
subduction, including slab dip, curvature, and seismicity; the
age and thermal state of the subducting lithosphere; and

2. A Global Data Set of Shear Wave Splitting
Parameters in Mantle Wedges
2.1. Description of Regional Studies and Results
[7] Our compilation consists of shear wave splitting estimates of local S waves for 17 different subduction zones
(or subduction zone segments). Estimates are based on more
than two dozen individual studies, each of which is discussed below. A sketch of average mantle wedge splitting
parameters in subduction zones globally is shown in map
view in Figure 1, and the observations are summarized in
Table 1; additionally, a data table containing all of the splitting parameters along with estimates of other subductionrelated parameters (described in section 4.1) can be found
in the Supporting Information.
[8] Splitting studies of local S phases in the Tonga subduction zone have mainly relied on data from land-based
stations in the Lau back arc [e.g., Bowman and Ando,
1987; Fischer and Wiens, 1996; Fischer et al., 1998]. Smith
et al. [2001] used data from both land stations and ocean
bottom seismometers (OBSs) to examine local S splitting
in the Tonga fore arc, Lau back arc, and Fiji Plateau. Shear
wave splitting measurements made on waveforms with a
characteristic period of ~3 s revealed trench-parallel fast
directions in the fore-arc region and relatively large delay
times of ~1.2 s. Fast directions rotate upon moving westward
into the back arc: fast directions are nearly trench parallel
(approximately N-S) in the Lau basin and trench perpendicular (or parallel to the convergence direction) west of the
back arc near the Fiji Plateau. The transition in fast direction
orientation from trench parallel to trench perpendicular
occurs where the subducting slab is at ~350 km depth. Event
depths span from ~100–600 km, but there is no apparent
trend in splitting delay time with depth. Splitting measurements made in the Lau back-arc region are consistent with
results from previous studies [Fischer and Wiens, 1996;
Fischer et al., 1998].
[9] Immediately to the south in the Kermadec Islands, we
use shear wave splitting measurements made by Long and
Silver [2008] at Global Seismographic Network (GSN) station RAO. Unfortunately, the data at this island station are
very noisy in the frequency band useful for local S splitting,
and only a small number of usable splitting measurements
were obtained. Using a band-pass ﬁlter of 0.02–0.125 Hz,
shear wave splitting measurements of local S waves from
events at depths ~235 km yielded delay times of ~1 s with
generally trench-parallel fast directions, similar to measurements made to the north in Tonga [Smith et al., 2001].
[10] Again moving southward, several studies have examined shear wave splitting of SKS and teleseismic S phases in
the Hikurangi subduction zone off the east coast of the North
Island of New Zealand [e.g., Gledhill and Gubbins, 1996;
Brisbourne et al., 1999; Matcham et al., 2000; Audoine
2
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Figure 1. Summary map of wedge splitting worldwide. Arrows indicate the ﬁrst-order patterns in average fast direction; where multiple arrows are present, this indicates a spatial transition in observed f.
Arrows are color coded by fast direction observations; magenta arrows indicate dominantly trench-parallel
f, blue arrows indicate dominantly trench-perpendicular f, yellow arrows indicate complex and variable
f, red arrows indicate a transition from trench-parallel f close to the trench to trench-perpendicular f farther away, and green arrows indicate the opposite transition (from trench-perpendicular f close to the
trench to trench-parallel f farther away). Beneath the name of each subduction zone, we indicate the range
of observed delay times.

Table 1. Summary of Wedge Splittinga
Subduction Zone

Wedge dt (s)

Wedge f

Event Depths (km)

Frequency Range (Hz)

Source

Tonga
Kermadec
Hikurangi
Sumatra
Marianas
Izu-Bonin
Ryukyu
NE Japan
Hokkaido
Kamchatka
Aleutians
Alaska
Caribbean
Middle America
Mexico
South America
Scotia

1.2  0.3
1.0  0.4
0.3  0.2
0.3  0.1
0.6  0.3
1.4  0.4
0.8  0.5
0.2  0.1
0.7  0.3
0.4  0.2
1.5  0.4
0.9  0.4
0.27  0.03
0.3  0.3
0.2  0.1
0.3  0.2
0.4  0.2

Trench-|| to trench-⊥
Trench-||
Trench-|| to trench-⊥
Trench-||
Trench-||
Trench-||
Trench-||
Trench-|| to trench-⊥
Variable
Trench-⊥ to trench-||
Trench-|| or oblique
Trench-⊥ to trench-||
Trench-||
Trench-||
Trench-|| to trench-⊥
Trench-||
Trench-⊥

100–600
~235
57–293
100–200
80–250
370–502
80–272
75–150
86–474
25–150
~100 km
n/ac
128
30–220
60–106
50–350
100–170

0.3b
0.02–0.125
0.5–3.0
0.1–1.0
0.3–0.7
0.02–0.125
0.1–1.0
0.125–0.5
0.125–0.5
0.5–2.0
0.02–0.125
n/ac
1.0–3.0
0.01–2.0
0.5–2.0
0.01–1.0
0.05–0.5

Smith et al. [2001]
Long and Silver [2008]
Morley et al. [2006]
Hammond et al. [2010]
Pozgay et al. [2007]
Wirth and Long [2010]
Long and van der Hilst [2006]
Huang et al. [2011b]
Wirth and Long [2010]
Levin et al. [2004]
Long and Silver [2008]
Christensen et al. [2003]
Piñero-Felicangeli and Kendall, [2008]
Abt et al. [2009]
Léon Soto et al. [2009]
Polet et al. [2000]
Müller [2001]

a

From the published literature, as described in section 2.1. Here we have listed the most relevant citations, but additional studies are discussed in the text.
For each subduction zone, we list the local S shear wave splitting delay times and fast directions, along with the range of event depths, and the frequency
band used to ﬁlter the data. Fast direction descriptions that include more than one orientation describe how the orientation changes moving from the fore arc
into the back arc.
b
Estimated from the characteristic period of sample waveforms.
c
Not reported.

about ~50–300 km, with no apparent variation in delay time
with increasing depth.
[11] For the Sumatra subduction system in an earlier version
of this compilation, Long and Silver [2008] measured shear
wave splitting of local S phases at permanent station PSI.
We choose to focus our discussion on the more recent and
extensive study by Hammond et al. [2010], but note that their
results are consistent with those reported by Long and Silver
[2008]. The majority of events had hypocentral depths
between ~100 and 200 km and produced S phases with
trench-parallel fast directions. There is no documented transition in fast direction orientation; however, we note that all of

et al., 2004; Marson-Pidgeon and Savage, 2004; Greve
et al., 2008]. For measurements of local S splitting, we rely
on results from Morley et al. [2006]. In the fore-arc region,
results revealed trench-parallel shear wave splitting fast
directions and an average delay time of ~0.2 s (using a
band-pass ﬁlter 0.5–3 Hz), which the authors attribute
mainly to crustal anisotropy in the overriding plate. Moving
into the back arc, this transitions to trench-perpendicular fast
directions with delay times ~0.35 s. This transition in measured shear wave splitting parameters occurs across the
Taupo Volcanic Zone, which lies approximately 100 km
above the subducting Paciﬁc slab. Event depths ranged from
3
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of ~0.8 s. Fast direction orientations are predominantly
trench parallel throughout the arc, which was attributed to
the presence of B-type olivine fabric in the fore-arc mantle.
Recent numerical modeling work has provided further support for this theory [Kneller et al., 2008]. Events used in
the shear wave splitting analysis range in depth from ~70
to 300 km, and no systematic dependence of delay time upon
event depth was observed.
[15] In Japan, S wave splitting from local events has been
extensively studied [e.g., Okada et al., 1995; Fouch and
Fischer, 1996; Nakajima and Hasegawa, 2004; Nakajima
et al., 2006; Salah et al., 2008, 2009; Wirth and Long, 2010;
Huang et al., 2011a, 2011b] and other phases have also been
used to study wedge anisotropy [e.g., Tono et al., 2009]. As
is the case for the Ryukyu arc, the frequency dependence of
shear wave splitting parameters has been well documented
[Wirth and Long, 2010; Huang et al., 2011b]. Therefore, we
focus on those studies that made splitting measurements using
frequency bands comparable to those of the other studies in
this compilation (~0.01–1 Hz). In southwest Japan, studies
have revealed complex fast direction orientations that vary signiﬁcantly over short lateral distances [Fouch and Fischer,
1996; Salah et al., 2008, 2009; Wirth and Long, 2010]. This
result is not unexpected, as SW Japan is adjacent to the triple
junction of the Paciﬁc, Philippine Sea, and Eurasian plates,
resulting in complicated slab morphology and, most likely,
complex mantle ﬂow patterns. Given this complicated tectonic
setting, we opt to not include SW Japan in our compilation. In
NE Japan, we use recent shear wave splitting measurements
made by Huang et al. [2011b] using a band-pass ﬁlter of
0.125–0.5 Hz (the same as the “high”-frequency band used
in Wirth and Long [2010]). Events had hypocenter depths of
75–150 km and measured delay times of ~0.2 s, consistent
with the work of Wirth and Long [2010]. Fast direction orientations transition from trench parallel in the fore arc to trench
perpendicular in the back arc, with the transition occurring
where the slab is at ~75 km depth. Although the authors interpret most of the fore-arc trench-parallel splitting as due to anisotropy in the crust of the overriding plate, other workers have
attributed this signal to anisotropy in the mantle, with B-type
olivine fabric present in the shallow wedge corner [Nakajima
and Hasegawa, 2004]. To the north in Hokkaido, we rely on
measurements made by Wirth and Long [2010]. Using a
band-pass ﬁlter of 0.125–0.5 Hz, the average shear wave
splitting delay time is ~0.7 s, with variable fast direction orientations. Event depths ranged from ~80 to 470 km, with no
apparent relationship between event depth and delay time.
Using higher-frequency energy (2–8 Hz), Nakajima et al.
[2006] measured comparatively shorter delay times (~0.1–0.4 s)
in Hokkaido, with variable fast directions in the fore arc and
fast direction orientations parallel to the downdip direction
of the slab (roughly trench perpendicular) in the back arc.
[16] To the north in Kamchatka, local S splitting is most
tightly constrained from work by Levin et al. [2004]. Using
band-pass ﬁlters of either 0.1–1 Hz or 0.5–2 Hz, these
authors found that majority of splitting delay times ranged
from ~0.2 to 0.6 s, with an average of 0.4 s. Fast direction
orientations are trench perpendicular in the fore arc, with a
transition at the ~100 km slab contour to trench parallel in
the back arc. Notably, this transition is opposite the trend
that is observed in NE Japan [Nakajima and Hasegawa,
2004; Huang et al., 2011b]. Event depths range from ~25

the stations are located along the island arc and are approximately the same distance away from the trench. Using a
band-pass ﬁlter of 0.1–1 Hz, the measured shear wave splitting
delay times span a wide range (0.1–1.3 s) but on average are
relatively small (~0.3 s). The authors found no variation in delay time with event depth and use this observation to conclude
that the mantle wedge is nearly isotropic and the observed
anisotropy resides in the overriding plate.
[12] The tightest constraints on local S splitting in the
Mariana subduction zone come from work done by Pozgay
et al. [2007] using both OBSs and land-based stations. Shear
wave splitting fast directions are predominantly trench parallel for events occurring at <250 km depths in the fore arc,
island arc, and back arc. For deeper events and splitting measurements made west of the back-arc spreading center, there
is a transition to approximately absolute plate motion parallel fast directions. Because there is a large amount of scatter
in the dataset, however, and because the transition in fast
directions is only visible for the deep events, we did not categorize this system as one with a clear transition in fast
directions and instead classiﬁed it as mainly trench parallel.
Using a band-pass ﬁlter with corner frequencies at 0.3 and
0.7 Hz, the average shear wave splitting delay time for intermediate depth (<250 km) events was 0.55 s in the northern
segment of the arc and 0.36 s in the southern segment. Event
depths ranged from ~80 to 600 km. There is no trend in delay time with hypocentral depth, but the authors note that
there is a slight indication of increasing delay time with increasing path length. Previous studies that relied mainly on
land-based instruments and only a few OBS stations
reported shear wave splitting fast directions that are closer
to convergence parallel rather than trench parallel [e.g.,
Fouch and Fischer, 1998; Volti et al., 2006]. However, these
studies were done at different locations along the arc and at
varying distances away from the trench, making a direct
comparison difﬁcult.
[13] Several studies have examined seismic anisotropy in
the mantle wedge of the Izu-Bonin subduction system
[e.g., Fouch and Fischer, 1996; Anglin and Fouch, 2005;
Wirth and Long, 2010]. We focus mainly on measurements
made by the most recent study by Wirth and Long [2010]
in the northernmost section of the Izu-Bonin arc. Shear wave
splitting measurements made using a band-pass ﬁlter of
0.02–0.125 Hz resulted in fast directions aligned to
~N30 W and delay times of ~1.4 s. The seismic events used
were deep (~370–500 km), but no systematic variation in delay time with event depth was observed. Due to the oblique
convergence of the Paciﬁc plate, the fast direction orientation is somewhat in between trench parallel (roughly N-S)
and absolute plate motion (~N60 W). This is consistent with
results reported by Anglin and Fouch [2005] south of 30 N
but inconsistent with the highly variable fast direction orientations they reported north of 30 N. Results from Fouch and
Fischer [1996] are more clearly absolute plate motion parallel,
but again, this is only a ~30 variation from the fast direction
measurements made by Wirth and Long [2010].
[14] Long and van der Hilst [2006] studied shear wave
splitting of local S phases in the Ryukyu arc. Using a
band-pass ﬁlter of 0.02–0.125 Hz, they measured signiﬁcant
shear wave splitting delay times of ~1.4 s. However, they
found that the measured delay times were frequency dependent, with a band-pass ﬁlter of 0.1–1 Hz yielding delay times
4
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in the mantle wedge [Kaneshima and Silver, 1995; Bock
et al., 1998; Polet et al., 2000; Anderson and Zandt, 2004;
MacDougall et al., 2012]. In southern Peru, Kaneshima
and Silver [1995] measured shear wave splitting of several
different S phases, including local S. Due to the shallow
dip of the slab in this region, local S phases from deep events
have the potential to sample a signiﬁcant portion of the subslab mantle. Therefore, we restrict our discussion to shear
wave splitting from intermediate depth earthquakes originating in the subducting Nazca plate. Kaneshima and Silver
[1995] reported average shear wave splitting delay times
~0.4 s. Some scatter in fast direction orientation was reported
in this study, but most measurements are sub-parallel to the
trench. Moving south, in northern Chile and Bolivia, Polet
et al. [2000] measured delay times of ~0.3 s with predominantly trench-parallel fast directions (using a band-pass ﬁlter
of 0.01–1 Hz). Delay times tended to increase with increasing
event depth. Also in northern Chile, Bock et al. [1998] measured slightly shorter delay times of ~0.1 s, but observed no
consistent trend in fast direction orientation. Local S results
from the CHARGE and RAMP deployments throughout Chile
and Argentina yielded average delay times of ~0.26–0.4 s and
fast directions that ranged from trench normal to trench parallel over short lateral distances [Anderson and Zandt, 2004;
MacDougall et al., 2012]. We have chosen to rely mainly on
the study of Polet et al. [2000] as representative of South
America in our compilation.
[22] The South Sandwich subduction zone lies south of
South America and has remained largely unstudied. For this
compilation, we rely solely on measurements from Müller
[2001]. Due to the intense curvature of the subduction system,
we use only those measurements from station CAND on
Candlemas Island, located in the central portion of the island
arc. Using a band-pass ﬁlter of 0.05–0.5 Hz and event depths
ranging from ~100 to 170 km, Müller [2001] found average
splitting delay times of ~0.4 s, with trench-perpendicular fast
directions. However, we note that due to the extreme curvature
of the Scotia trench, this orientation could be interpreted as
close to parallel to the northern or southern segments of the
trench.
[23] All of these regional studies have been synthesized
into the ﬁrst-order estimates of the range of delay times
and the general fast direction patterns for each subduction
system, shown in Table 1. We have estimated a range of delay times for each region based on individual studies; these
estimates encompass most of the measured delay times and
roughly represent a 95% conﬁdence region, following Long
and Silver [2008]. In addition to identifying average shear
wave splitting parameters for each subduction zone, we have
also evaluated along-strike variations in Ryukyu and Central
America, as discussed in section 4.3.

to 150 km, and no depth dependence of shear wave splitting
delay time is apparent.
[17] For local S splitting constraints in the Aleutian and
Alaska subduction systems, we rely on work by Long and
Silver [2008] and Christensen et al. [2003], respectively.
In the Aleutian arc, shear wave splitting delay times from
three permanent stations (ATKA, NIKO, and SMY) yielded
average delay times of ~1.5 s using a band-pass ﬁlter of
0.02–0.125 Hz with variable fast directions that ranged from
roughly trench parallel to oblique. In Alaska, shear wave
splitting of local S phases have been measured at stations
of the BEAAR (Broadband Experiment Across the Alaska
Range) experiment. Splitting delay times are ~0.9 s, with fast
direction orientations that transition from convergence parallel (or trench perpendicular) close to the trench, to trench
parallel progressing into the back arc, around the 70–75 km
slab contour [Christensen et al., 2003].
[18] Shear wave splitting measurements for the Caribbean
subduction zone come from work by Piñero-Felicangeli and
Kendall [2008]. We restrict our discussion to measurements
made at stations in the Caribbean arc (excluding stations in
eastern Venezuela), on the island of Montserrat. This condition leaves us with only two usable shear wave splitting
measurements, which are from the same event (128 km
depth) at two different stations, and therefore, the results
are not well constrained. Using relatively high-frequency energy compared to other studies in this compilation (1–3 Hz),
the authors found trench-parallel fast directions and an
average delay time of ~0.3 s.
[19] Constraints on local S splitting in the Central America
subduction zone come from studies using data from the
TUCAN (Tomography Under Costa Rica and Nicaragua)
experiment [Abt and Fischer, 2008; Abt et al., 2009]. Delay
times are relatively small, averaging ~0.3 s with a band-pass
ﬁlter of 0.01–2 Hz. Although variable over short lateral distances, fast direction orientations are predominantly trench
parallel. However, small geographical subsets of the data
show a greater coherence, and in certain areas, a transition
from trench-perpendicular fast directions in the fore arc to
trench-parallel fast directions in the back arc can be seen.
The authors attribute the dominantly trench-parallel f to arcparallel ﬂow in the mantle wedge, which is supported by
along-strike variations in isotopic ratios in arc lavas [Hoernle
et al., 2008]. Event depths in the Abt et al. [2009] study ranged
from 30 to 220 km, and a clear trend of increasing delay time
with increasing path length was observed.
[20] Splitting constraints for the subduction zone beneath
Mexico rely on measurements made by Léon Soto et al.
[2009], near the triple junction of the subducting Cocos and
Rivera plates beneath the overriding North American plate.
Shear wave splitting measurements from this study primarily
sample the mantle wedge above the Rivera slab. Using a
band-pass ﬁlter with corner frequencies at 0.5 and 2 Hz, shear
wave splitting delay times of ~0.2 s were measured. Fast direction orientations are complex, but we see some evidence of a
transition from trench-parallel to trench-perpendicular orientations moving into the back arc, with the transition occurring at
the projection of the 80 km slab contour at the surface. Event
depths range from ~60 to 100 km, and there is no observable
depth dependence of shear wave splitting delay time.
[21] In South America, several studies have used shear
wave splitting of local events to probe seismic anisotropy

2.2. Dependence of Shear Wave Splitting on Frequency
and Path
[24] One of the most signiﬁcant challenges in comparing
shear wave splitting measurements from different studies is
the variation in frequency content and path geometries of
the waves analyzed. Studies have shown that shear wave
splitting measurements are frequency dependent in the
New Zealand [Marson-Pidgeon and Savage, 1999], Marianas
[Fouch and Fischer, 1998], Ryukyu [Long and van der Hilst,
2006], and Japan [Wirth and Long, 2010] subduction systems.
5
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Occasionally, it is possible to discern frequency dependence
for measurements of ﬁnite-frequency S arrivals for the same
raypath (that is, the same event-station pair) [e.g., Wirth and
Long, 2010]. From a ﬁnite-frequency point of view, the size
of the ﬁrst Fresnel zone, the region over which sensitivity to
anisotropic structure is greatest, increases with decreasing frequency [e.g., Alsina and Snieder, 1995; Favier and Chevrot,
2003]. Since the size of the ﬁrst Fresnel zone is frequency
dependent, in the presence of vertically or horizontally varying
anisotropy, shear wave splitting measurements will be frequency dependent as well. In a subduction zone setting, where
we may expect a complex mantle ﬂow ﬁeld and therefore
heterogeneous anisotropy, it is unsurprising that shear wave
splitting parameters may show some frequency dependence.
Therefore, the variation in band-pass ﬁlters used by the individual studies in this compilation makes a comparison of shear
wave splitting measurements between different subduction
zones somewhat indirect.
[25] In order to investigate the nature of frequency-dependent splitting in the global dataset, we constructed a plot that
shows the range of frequencies used in each study along
with the range in observed delay times (Figure 2a). This
ﬁgure shows that frequency dependence can indeed be discerned for mantle wedge splitting measurements; studies
that include more low-frequency energy tend to have larger
delay times, while studies that investigate higher frequencies
tend to have smaller delay times. Interestingly, however, this
effect is not seen when the delay times are corrected for the
range of event depths (an approximate measure of the range
of path lengths) in each study (Figure 2b). In this case, there
is no obvious relationship between the amount of splitting
per 100 km of path length and the frequency content of the
waves under study. This suggests that at least part of the frequency effect in the global dataset is actually due to path
effects rather than to ﬁnite-frequency complications due to
complex structure; S arrivals that have longer paths in the
upper mantle likely have more attenuation at high frequencies, and high-frequency measurements are likely sparser
for deep events. Of course, individual studies have documented frequency-dependent splitting that is independent
of path effects [e.g., Wirth and Long, 2010], so ﬁnitefrequency effects due to complex anisotropy are certainly
present in some individual subduction zones. However, this
does not appear to be a ﬁrst-order effect globally, which suggests that our approach to constructing a global compilation
that combines studies with different frequency contents
should be valid, as long as the effects of path length are
correctly accounted for.
[26] Another concern in combining many individual studies into a single global compilation is the effect of different
raypath sampling in different subduction zones. The raypath
sampling in any given wedge splitting study is controlled by
the slab morphology and the distribution of stations at the
surface, which differ markedly among different studies.
One problem is that some studies only sample a small part
of the mantle wedge, which hampers our ability to characterize (or rule out) transitions in splitting parameters in the forearc, arc, and back-arc regions. It is important to keep this
limitation in mind, particularly when comparing fast direction patterns to tectonic parameters, as discussed below. A
second challenge is that the large range in path lengths for
S arrivals in different studies makes a direct comparison
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Figure 2. Plots of average delay time versus frequency
range for the global wedge splitting data set. (a) Plot of the
range of delay times versus the range of frequencies used
in the analysis for each subduction system. Each region is
represented with a box whose width covers the range of frequencies and whose height covers the range of delay times.
(b) Plot of the range of depth-corrected delay times versus
the range of frequencies. The delay time range is normalized
by the range of depths in each study.
difﬁcult. As discussed above, some studies of wedge splitting ﬁnd no evidence for a dependence of dt on path length
or event depth [e.g., Léon Soto et al., 2009; Levin et al.,
2004] while others identify a clear relationship [e.g., Abt
et al., 2009]. As illustrated in Figure 3, which plots the range
in observed delay times against the range in event depths for
each region, the global data set does show a general trend of
increasing dt with increasing path length. Therefore, for
most of the comparisons between wedge delay times and
tectonic parameters presented in section 4 below, we correct
the delay times using the range of event depths to obtain an
estimate of seconds of splitting per 100 km of approximate
path length for each region.
2.3. Other Constraints on Wedge Anisotropy
[27] Another common seismological technique used to
place constraints on mantle wedge anisotropy is teleseismic
receiver function (RF) analysis. Converted P-to-SH phases
can be used to detect sharp changes in anisotropic structure
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Measured delay times vs. event depths

conﬂicts with the view of mantle wedge splitting in Alaska
obtained from the BEAAR experiment and described above.
[29] Each of these observational techniques for constraining
mantle wedge anisotropy (local S wave splitting, anisotropic
receiver function analysis, and P anisotropy tomography)
has its advantages and disadvantages. While P tomography
and anisotropic RF analysis can provide valuable constraints
on wedge anisotropy that are complementary to those obtained
with shear wave splitting studies, in this paper we have chosen
to focus on splitting observations. This is mostly driven by the
geographical sparsity of constraints obtained with other methods; while most subductions worldwide have been interrogated using S wave splitting techniques, the other methods
have been applied to fewer regions, and it is difﬁcult to obtain
a truly global picture using other types of data. We will, however, touch on results from other methods when we evaluate
different models for wedge anisotropy in section 5 below.
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Figure 3. Plot of average delay times versus event depth
range for the global wedge splitting data set. As in Figure 2,
each subduction system is represented with a box; here the
width covers the range of event depths and the height covers
the range of delay times.

3. Models for Wedge Anisotropy
[30] A large number of models for mantle wedge ﬂow
have been proposed to explain the patterns of shear wave
splitting (and other seismological indicators such as velocity
and attenuation structure) observed in mantle wedges worldwide. Here we describe the many models that have been proposed and brieﬂy discuss the predictions that these models
make about the expected global patterns of shear wave splitting. These descriptions will serve as a guide for the interpretation of any possible correlations between shear wave
splitting and other parameters that describe subduction, as
discussed in sections 4 and 5. Sketches of four of the most
commonly invoked models for mantle wedge anisotropy
are shown in Figure 4.
[31] In our discussions of the possible correlations between splitting parameters and other subduction parameters,
we will often use plate velocities (such as convergence
velocity or trench migration velocity) as proxies for the
amount of ﬁnite strain produced in the mantle due to platedriven mantle ﬂow. While plate velocities can serve as a
rough proxy for ﬁnite strain and anisotropy strength [e.g.,
Long and Silver, 2008, 2009], it is important to stress that
this proxy is imperfect. The strength and geometry of the
LPO of mantle minerals such as olivine is in fact controlled
by ﬁnite strain [e.g., Zhang and Karato, 1995], and when
evaluating the strength of anisotropy, it is the amount of
strain rather than the plate velocity itself that is important
[e.g., Faccenda and Capitanio, 2012]. The amount of
mantle strain that results from plate-driven processes is
(indirectly) related to the plate velocity, however, in that
faster-moving plates are more likely to have induced larger
ﬁnite strains in the mantle. Because plate velocities can be
directly observed, in contrast to mantle ﬁnite strain, we use
plate velocities as a (necessarily imperfect) proxy for ﬁnite
strain and anisotropy strength in this paper.
[32] The simplest model for ﬂow in the mantle wedge
invokes two-dimensional corner ﬂow (Figure 4a), with viscous coupling between the slab and the overlying mantle
resulting in slab-parallel ﬂow just above the slab and horizontal convergence-parallel ﬂow just beneath the overriding
plate. Such corner ﬂow has a simple analytical solution
[e.g., McKenzie, 1979; Turcotte and Schubert, 1982] and
has been used to model the thermal structure of the wedge

(or the presence of a dipping interface) in the crust or uppermost mantle directly beneath a seismic station. Backazimuthal
or directional dependence (anisotropy) of such converted
phases can give information regarding the orientation of
anisotropy at a particular depth beneath the station [e.g., Levin
and Park, 1998]. RF analysis can place certain constraints on
anisotropic structure that are not easily inferred from methods
such as shear wave splitting. For instance, one can determine
the depth to anisotropic layers, non-horizontal axes of symmetry, and, through forward modeling, seismic velocities within
each layer. RFs have been used to place constraints on mantle
wedge anisotropy in subduction zones such as Cascadia [Park
et al., 2004; Nikulin et al., 2009] and Japan [Wirth and Long,
2012]. Several of these studies have detected the contrast in
anisotropic structure between the crust of the downgoing plate
and the mantle wedge above it, providing constraints on the
geometry of anisotropy directly above the slab. However,
the interpretation and modeling of transverse component receiver functions is highly non-unique, and the method only
provides information about sharp contrasts in anisotropic
structure, not wedge anisotropy as a whole.
[28] P wave travel time inversions in which parameters
describing anisotropy are included represent another technique that can place constraints on wedge anisotropy (as
well as anisotropy in other parts of subduction systems).
This technique has recently been applied in several different
well-instrumented subduction zones with good raypath coverage in the wedge, including Hikurangi [Eberhart-Phillips
and Reyners, 2009], NE Japan [Wang and Zhao, 2008],
SW Japan [Wang and Zhao, 2012], and Alaska [Tian and
Zhao, 2012]. The constraints on P wave anisotropy thus
obtained are complementary to splitting studies and occasionally present conﬂicting views on wedge anisotropy and
processes. For example, recent work on P wave anisotropy
in Alaska [Tian and Zhao, 2012] produced evidence for
trench-parallel fast directions in the shallow part of the
mantle wedge, with a transition to trench-perpendicular fast
directions in the deeper wedge. This model is consistent with
S wave splitting observations in many subduction zones but
7
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Figure 4. Cartoon sketches of four commonly invoked models to explain wedge anisotropy: the twodimensional corner ﬂow model (a), the B-type olivine and/or serpentinite LPO model (b), the along-strike
ﬂow model (c), and the model of Long and Silver [2008].
led to alternative models for wedge anisotropy. One such
model invokes the presence of B-type olivine fabric
(Figure 4b), which changes by 90 the relationship between
strain and the resulting fast splitting direction. Experimental
work by Jung and Karato [2001] and Jung et al. [2006] has
shown that B-type fabric might dominate under the conditions present in the shallow part of the mantle wedge,
namely, low temperatures, high stresses, and the presence
of a signiﬁcant amount of water. Geodynamical modeling
work has demonstrated that these conditions may predominate in much of the fore-arc mantle wedge [Kneller et al.,
2005, 2007] and the transition from B-type olivine in the
fore-arc to A-, C-, or E-type in the rest of the wedge may
be consistent with shear wave splitting patterns in several subduction zones [e.g., Nakajima and Hasegawa, 2004; Long and
van der Hilst, 2006; Lassak et al., 2006; Kneller et al., 2008].
Some workers have suggested that B-type olivine fabrics, if
they are present in the wedge, may be largely conﬁned to a relatively thin layer directly above the slab [e.g., Tasaka et al.,
2008; Katayama, 2009]. The major ﬁrst-order prediction
made by the B-type fabric model is that there should be a transition from trench-parallel f in the fore-arc region to trenchperpendicular f in the back-arc region.
[34] Possible contributions to splitting from anisotropic
minerals other than olivine have also been explored. Speciﬁcally, there may be a contribution to splitting from serpentinite
minerals [e.g., Kneller et al., 2008], which might be present in
the mantle wedge as volatiles are released and hydrate the
mantle above the slab [Hilairet and Reynard, 2008].

[e.g., Kelemen et al., 2003] and the location of arc volcanoes
[e.g., Grove et al., 2009]. Simple numerical models of
wedge corner ﬂow that track the evolution of ﬁnite strain
in the mantle wedge and make simpliﬁed predictions of the
resulting anisotropy have been carried out [e.g., Hall et al.,
2000; Long et al., 2007]. For simple olivine LPO development scenarios (e.g., A-type or similar fabric), and for the
case where the local anisotropic geometry is assumed to
align with the local ﬁnite strain axis, the simple corner ﬂow
model would predict dominantly trench-perpendicular fast
directions. It is important to keep in mind, however, that
the kinematics of corner ﬂow involve rapid lateral transitions
in ﬂow velocities, and in this case, olivine LPO may “lag”
the evolution of the ﬁnite strain ellipse [e.g., Kaminski and
Ribe, 2002]. Models of anisotropy and the resulting shear
wave splitting for “wedge-shaped” anisotropic geometries
such as those that might result from simple 2-D corner ﬂow
have shown that splitting patterns may exhibit complications
even for simple ﬂow and LPO development scenarios [Levin
et al., 2007]. Nevertheless, if simple corner ﬂow combined
with A-type or similar olivine fabric is the dominant scenario in most mantle wedge regions, we would expect to
see (1) predominantly trench-perpendicular fast directions
and (2) an increase in anisotropic strength with increasing
convergence velocity, if Vc values are a rough proxy for
the organization and strength of the 2-D ﬂow ﬁeld [e.g.,
Long and Silver, 2008].
[33] The common observation of trench-parallel f in the
mantle wedge, which contradicts the simplest models, has
8
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result in trench-parallel fast directions [e.g., Mehl et al.,
2003]. If the transpression model correctly represents the
ﬁrst-order control on mantle wedge anisotropy globally, one
would expect to see a correlation between anisotropy strength
and the amount of trench-parallel slab motion, expressed as either the subduction obliquity angle or the trench-parallel component of the convergence velocity Vc. For systems with little
or no convergence obliquity, this model would predict either
weak anisotropy (if the effect of 2-D corner ﬂow is small) or
anisotropy that is consistent with a simple corner ﬂow ﬁeld.
Another related model for trench-parallel ﬂow in the mantle
wedge invokes three-dimensional ﬂow caused by complex
slab morphology; geodynamical modeling studies by Kneller
and van Keken [2007, 2008] presented evidence that complex
slab shapes can induce local trench-parallel stretching—and
thus anisotropy—in the mantle wedge. Kneller and van Keken
[2007] presented models for the Marianas and South
American subduction systems that took into account the
details of the slab shape and argued that complex slab morphology can cause local trench-parallel ﬂow even if the motion of the downgoing plate is (sub-)perpendicular to the
trench. A key prediction of these models is the dominance of
trench-parallel f in parts of the mantle wedge that correspond
geographically to regions of slab complexity. Finally, Long
and Silver [2008] recently proposed a model (Figure 4d)
which incorporates aspects of both 2-D corner ﬂow and
along-strike ﬂow due to trench migration; in this model, ﬂow
in the wedge is controlled by a competition between 2-D ﬂow
induced by downdip motion of the slab (as parameterized by
the convergence velocity, Vc) and trench-parallel ﬂow induced
by trench migration (as parameterized by the trench migration
velocity, Vt). This model predicts that subduction systems
that are either dominated by convergence (low values of
Vnorm = |Vt|/Vc) or dominated by trench migration (high Vnorm)
would tend to have large delay times, while systems with
intermediate values of Vnorm would tend to exhibit weak
splitting.
[37] Yet another class of models that has been proposed to
describe the mantle ﬂow ﬁeld in subduction zone mantle
wedges invokes along-strike changes in the ﬂow ﬁeld on
relatively small length scales. The concept of small-scale
convection has been extensively explored in the context of
cooling oceanic lithosphere, where small-scale dynamic
instabilities develop beneath the lithosphere [e.g., Richter
and Parsons, 1975; Buck, 1985; Korenaga and Jordan,
2003; Landuyt and Ierley, 2012]. It is less well understood
under what conditions small-scale convection might occur
in the mantle wedge above subducting slabs, although a
few recent numerical modeling studies have been carried
out [e.g., Honda and Yoshida, 2005; Honda, 2011; Wirth
and Korenaga, 2012]. The work of Wirth and Korenaga
[2012] suggests that mantle wedge viscosity exerts the strongest control of any subduction parameter on whether or not
small-scale convection develops; unfortunately, viscosity is
among the least well-constrained parameters for the wedge,
although it is presumably affected by temperature (via the
age, dip, and velocity of the subducting slab, among other
parameters), volatile content, and degree of partial melting.
The effect of small-scale convection on shear wave splitting
patterns in the wedge has not yet been explored in detail,
although recent work by Morishege and Honda [2011] predicted P wave anisotropy for small-scale convection models.

Serpentinite minerals such as antigorite may have very strong
intrinsic single-crystal anisotropies, up to ~40% or perhaps
greater [e.g., Kern, 1993; Mainprice and Ildefonse, 2009;
Mookherjee and Capitani, 2011], and recent work on serpentinite LPO from experiments [e.g., Katayama et al., 2009] and
natural rocks [e.g., Dewandel et al., 2003; van de Moortèle et
al., 2010; Bezacier et al., 2010; Jung, 2011; Nishii et al., 2011]
has begun to yield a framework for relating deformation geometry and shear wave splitting observations for serpentinite
minerals. As argued by Katayama et al. [2009], serpentinite
LPO in a deformed layer above the subducting slab may produce trench-parallel fast directions and relatively large delay
times (~1 s) even for a relatively thin layer (~10–20 km). If
antigorite LPO represents the dominant mechanism for anisotropy in most mantle wedges, one might expect (1) widespread
observations of a trench-parallel to trench-perpendicular transition in measured fast directions (as for the B-type model)
with the location of the transition corresponding to the location
of the breakdown in antigorite stability and (2) a relationship
between delay times and subduction parameters that inﬂuence
the degree of slab hydration, such as the age (and thus temperature) of the subducting slab and perhaps the slab dip, which
may inﬂuence the bending stresses at the outer rise, where serpentinization of the oceanic lithosphere is likely to take place
[e.g., Ranero et al., 2003]. It is important to keep in mind,
however, that many different parameters likely inﬂuence the
degree of slab hydration and that the processes through which
oceanic lithosphere is hydrated are not completely understood.
[35] Another class of model which has been proposed to
explain observations of trench-parallel fast directions
invokes dominantly trench-parallel mantle ﬂow in combination with A-, C-, or E-type olivine fabric (Figure 4c). This
type of model would predict trench-parallel f at stations
located above the region of the wedge dominated by
trench-parallel ﬂow and has been invoked to explain both
shear wave splitting patterns [e.g., Smith et al., 2001; Pozgay
et al., 2007; Abt et al., 2009] and geochemical trends
[e.g., Turner and Hawkesworth, 1998; Hoernle et al., 2008;
Heyworth et al., 2011] in individual subduction systems.
Trench-parallel mantle ﬂow in the wedge has been investigated from a modeling point of view by, e.g., Conder and
Wiens [2007], who argued that along-strike pressure gradients,
perhaps due to trench migration or ambient mantle ﬂow, can
drive trench-parallel ﬂow in a low-viscosity region of the
wedge if such a region is present. Rapid mantle ﬂow around
a slab edge may also drive a component of trench-parallel ﬂow
in some regions [e.g., Jadamec and Billen, 2010; Faccenda
and Capitanio, 2012]. If trench-parallel ﬂow driven by trench
migration were the primary explanation for mantle wedge
anisotropy, one might expect to see a relationship between dt
(as a proxy for the strength/coherence of trench-parallel
ﬂow and the resulting anisotropy) and trench migration rate
(Vt or |Vt|). One could also investigate whether dt correlates
with the along-strike component of ambient mantle ﬂow to test
the hypothesis that trench-parallel ﬂow is driven by the global
background mantle ﬂow ﬁeld; in this scenario, downgoing
slabs are decoupled from the wedge above them and do not
themselves represent the major driver of wedge ﬂow.
[36] Slight variations on what might be termed the
“trench-parallel wedge ﬂow” model have also been proposed;
for example, it has been suggested that oblique subduction and
transpression in the shallow part of the mantle wedge might
9
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[38] In a similar vein, Behn et al. [2007] proposed a model
for wedge anisotropy that invokes the foundering of gravitationally unstable lower crustal material beneath the arc as the
major control on mantle wedge ﬂow. In this model, for cases
where the wedge viscosity is low and lower crustal material
has a signiﬁcant density anomaly, wedge ﬂow may be dominated by small-scale downwellings and the resulting anisotropy is likely complex, with ﬁnite strain directions that are
often trench-parallel beneath the arc (with a transition to
convergence parallel in the back arc). Models that invoke
small-scale ﬂow processes would likely result in anisotropy
that varies dramatically over short length scales in the
wedge. Particularly for longer-period waves with larger
Fresnel zones, such complicated anisotropy may be effectively isotropic (or only weakly anisotropic) over the length
scales that are relevant for seismic waves. If small-scale convection or crustal foundering were the dominant mechanism
for wedge ﬂow in most subduction zones worldwide, we
would generally expect to see low delay times that reﬂect
this weak effective anisotropy.
[39] The models described so far invoke solid-state ﬂow in
the wedge in combination with LPO of mantle minerals
(dominated by either olivine or serpentinite minerals such
as antigorite) as the primary control on wedge anisotropy.
However, a few alternatives to this view have been proposed, in the form of models that invoke some type of
shape-preferred orientation (SPO). For example, in regions
of the mantle wedge where small amounts of partial melt is
present and the melt has been aligned by deformation, the
medium will have an effective anisotropy on the scale
relevant for seismic wavelengths due to melt SPO [e.g.,
Zimmerman et al., 1999; Vauchez et al., 2000; Holtzman
and Kendall, 2010]. There is experimental evidence that
the presence of melt, in addition to providing an SPO effect,
might also affect the geometry of olivine LPO in the
surrounding matrix [Holtzman et al., 2003], although the
geodynamical interpretation of this experimental result is
debated [Karato et al., 2008]. This type of model would
predict a sharp transition in splitting behavior from the fore
arc to the arc to the back arc; presumably, the region directly
beneath the arc will be the richest in partial melt. This
transition would likely take the form of high delay times
directly at the arc, with weak or negligible splitting (or, if
anisotropy is controlled by other processes such as corner
ﬂow elsewhere, with a distinct splitting pattern) elsewhere
in the wedge. The melt SPO model would also predict that
average delay times might correlate with the amount of
partial melt in each wedge; the volcanic production at each
arc is a reasonable (though imperfect) proxy for this variable. Another model that invokes an SPO-type mechanism
to explain subduction zone anisotropy is that of Faccenda
et al. [2008], who proposed that aligned serpentinized cracks
in the shallow part of subducting slabs might produce a combined SPO and LPO effect that explains the ﬁrst-order pattern of SKS splitting in subduction systems (mainly trenchparallel fast directions, with delay times up to ~1.0–1.5 s).
This model may be relevant to our understanding of shear
wave splitting patterns for the mantle wedge; if some local
S splitting measurements are made for earthquakes that are
deep enough in the subducting slab (i.e., in the lower plane
of a double Wadati-Benoiff zone), then they may sample
such anisotropy.

4. Comparison Between Splitting Parameters and
Other Tectonic Parameters
4.1. Compilation of Subduction Parameters
[40] We have compiled a variety of parameters that describe subduction zone morphology and kinematics for comparison with local S splitting measurements. We used values
of convergence velocity, descent rate, plate age, dip, thermal
parameter, and depth to the slab beneath the volcanic arc
from Syracuse and Abers [2006]. We have tested several different values for trench migration velocity based on a variety
of different plate motion models and reference frames from
studies by Heuret and Lallemand [2005], Lallemand et al.
[2008], and Schellart et al. [2008]; in this paper, we focus
the HS3-Nuvel1A model as compiled by Schellart et al.
[2008], but a detailed discussion of reference frame issues
is found in Long and Silver [2009]. For regions where the
trench migration values varied rapidly along-strike, we averaged several data points in the immediate vicinity of the
study area. For consistency, we used the trench migration
values presented in Long and Silver [2008] for most subduction systems. However, in subduction zones where we used
different studies to characterize the anisotropy than the Long
and Silver [2008] compilation, we often found it more
appropriate to average trench migration rates over a slightly
different segment of the trench. We used values of the overriding plate stress state from Heuret and Lallemand [2005].
Values of the maximum depth extent of seismicity and the
maximum upper mantle depth extent of the slab as imaged
by seismic tomography were taken from Lallemand et al.
[2008]. Estimates of the subduction zone radius of curvature
were taken from Tovish and Schubert [1978] and Jarrard
[1986]. Values of volcanic production were taken from
Reymer and Schubert [1984]. Finally, we estimated the distance from each region of study to the slab edge from bathymetry data using GeoMapApp (http://www.geomapapp.org/).
A ﬁle containing all of the parameter estimates for each subduction zone in our compilation can be found in the Supporting Information.
4.2. Exploratory Comparisons Between Splitting and
Tectonic Parameters
[41] As previously done for the sub-slab case [Long and
Silver, 2009], here we present comparisons between the
average wedge splitting parameters (delay time and fast
direction orientations) for each subduction segment and
other parameters describing subduction. For the delay time
comparison, we have normalized the range of observed
delay times by the range of event depths in each study, so
we actually compare the average normalized wedge delay
time (expressed as seconds of splitting per 100 km of
approximate path length) to 16 different tectonic parameters.
These comparisons are shown in Figure 5. We have calculated the correlation coefﬁcients (R) for each set of variables,
shown in the upper right corner of the plots in Figure 5.
[42] Unlike the sub-slab case documented in Long and
Silver [2009], these comparisons did not yield any striking
quasi-linear correlations between delay times and tectonic
parameters. Indeed, for most subduction parameters we
tested, there is no relationship at all with the path-corrected
splitting delay times. Tested parameters that showed no
obvious relationship include downgoing plate age (Figure 5d),
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Figure 5. Average path-corrected wedge delay times plotted against a variety of parameters describing
subduction. For each subduction system, we have normalized the range of delay times by the range of
event depths used in each study, to provide a rough approximation of splitting delay time per 100 km
of path length. Symbols are color coded to represent the ﬁrst-order pattern of fast directions. As in Figure 1,
magenta represents dominantly trench-parallel splitting, red represents a transition from trench-parallel f
close to the trench to trench-perpendicular further away from the trench, yellow represents complex and/or
oblique fast directions, green represents a transition opposite in sense to those shown in red (that is, trenchperpendicular f closer to the trench and trench-parallel f further away), and blue represents dominantly
trench-perpendicular f. We plot delay times as a function of convergence velocity (a), trench-normal convergence velocity (b), plate descent rate (c), downgoing plate age (d), overriding plate stress regime (e),
slab dip (f), slab thermal parameter (g), radius of curvature (h), distance from slab edge (i), maximum
depth of seismicity (j), maximum slab penetration depth (k), depth to volcanism at arc (l), volcanic production (m), trench migration rate in the HS3-Nuvel1A reference frame (n), absolute value of trench migration
rate (o), and Vnorm, which represents the absolute value of the trench migration rate normalized by the total
convergence velocity (p). Note that the x axis in Figure 5p uses a log scale. In each plot, the correlation
coefﬁcient between the two variables is shown in the upper right.
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Figure 5. (continued)
(Figure 5m), and trench migration rate in a Paciﬁc hotspot reference frame (Figure 5n). For the other parameters we tested,
there are no obvious linear or nearly linear relationships such
as the one between sub-slab delay time and absolute value of

overriding plate stress regime (Figure 5e), slab dip (Figure 5f),
slab thermal parameter (Figure 5g), radius of curvature
(Figure 5h), maximum depth of seismicity (Figure 5j), maximum slab penetration depth (Figure 5k), volcanic production
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which shows path-corrected dt versus |Vt|, where systems with
either very low (<10 mm/yr) or very high (>90 mm/yr) trench
migration rates, while systems with intermediate trench migration rates tend to have lower dt (~0.2–0.3 s per 100 km). We
also investigated the relationship between path-corrected dt
and Vnorm, which Long and Silver [2008] used previously to
propose a global model for mantle ﬂow in subduction systems.
This previous paper documented a clear trend in which
systems with either very high or very low values of Vnorm
(and were therefore either convergence dominated or trench
migration dominated) tended to have large delay times, while
systems with intermediate values of Vnorm (in which convergence and trench migration velocities were roughly equal)
tended to have lower delay times. The relationship shown in
Figure 5p, where dt is now corrected for path length, is
considerably less clear than the one documented in Long and
Silver [2008].
[46] In order to further quantify the statistical relationships
between anisotropy strength and other subduction-related
parameters (Figure 5), we carried out additional tests of the
predictive power of different subduction variables (and combinations of variables). Speciﬁcally, we carried out multipleparameter linear regression with all possible combinations of
two variables and calculated the coefﬁcient of determination
(or squared correlation coefﬁcient), R2. We were not able to
identify any combination of two variables that led to a
strikingly good ﬁt. The three best ﬁtting combinations were
depth to the slab at the arc and slab thermal parameter
(R2 = 0.37), depth to the slab at the arc and overriding plate
stress (R2 = 0.34), and slab thermal parameter and distance
to the slab edge (R2 = 0.32), but these correlations are weak
and represent only a slight improvement over the best singleparameter linear regression result (depth to slab at the arc;
Figure 5). Because some of the models discussed here would
predict relationships between subduction variables and
anisotropy strength that are more complicated than a linear
relationship [e.g., the model of Long and Silver, 2008], we
also carried out polynomial ﬁtting for second- and thirdorder polynomials and tested which variables yielded the
best ﬁt (represented by a w2 goodness of ﬁt measure). For
second-order polynomials, the depth to the slab at the arc
yielded the lowest w2 value, followed closely by the absolute
value of the trench migration rate and less closely by the slab
dip. For third-order polynomials, the depth to the slab at the
arc again performed the best, followed by the absolute value
of the trench migration rate and the trench-normal convergence velocity. Taken together, these statistical tests suggest
that trench migration, plate convergence, and the thermal
state of the slab (which likely has a strong effect on the depth
of the slab beneath the volcanic arc [Grove et al., 2009])
play the most important roles in controlling the strength of
wedge anisotropy.
[47] We have also tested for relationships between the fast
direction patterns and the same tectonic parameters discussed
above; these relationships are shown in Figure 6. To construct
these plots, we have placed each subduction zone into a
(highly simpliﬁed) classiﬁcation system that encapsulates the
ﬁrst-order behavior of measured fast directions. Each system
is assigned an integer value from 1 to 5, where 1 indicates
dominantly trench-parallel fast directions and 5 indicates
dominantly trench-perpendicular fast directions. A value of 2
indicates a spatial transition from trench-parallel f close to

trench migration rate documented by Long and Silver [2008,
2009], but we can discern a few general patterns. For example,
plots of path-corrected dt versus convergence velocity, trenchnormal convergence velocity, and plate descent rate (three
closely related parameters shown in Figures 5a–5c) all show
a similar trend. Figure 5a demonstrates that subduction
systems with lower convergence velocities Vc (less than
~55 mm/yr) have uniformly low delay times (less than ~0.3 s
per 100 km of path), while delay times for systems with higher
Vc (greater than ~60 mm/yr) have much more variable delay
times that range up to ~0.9 s per 100 km. All of the systems
with path-corrected dt values greater than 0.4 s per 100 km
occur in systems with fast convergence. (It should be noted,
however, that there are several systems with large Vc that have
small delay time values.) Similar trends are evident in the plots
of delay time versus trench-normal Vc and delay time versus
plate descent rate, which takes into account the dip of the slab.
[43] We can also discern a hint of a trend in the plot of corrected delay time versus average distance from the nearest
slab edge, shown in Figure 5i. This plot demonstrates that
most of the subduction systems with particularly large dt
values tend to be located near slab edges; speciﬁcally, each
of the four regions with delay times larger than 0.5 s per
100 km is located within ~500 km of the nearest slab edge.
In contrast, all of the regions located far (>2500 km) from
a slab edge have relatively low delay times (less than
~0.3 s per 100 km). However, this relationship is not simple,
as we also document ﬁve systems which have small delay
times despite being located near a slab edge (lower left corner of plot in Figure 5i). It is important to keep in mind that
many of the studies included in our compilation extend over
a large along-strike region and the average value for the distance to slab edge does not encapsulate this large range for
these systems. A more detailed discussion of along-strike
variations and the relationships between dt and slab edge
proximity is found below in section 4.3.
[44] The calculated correlation coefﬁcients for each
variable shown in Figure 5 demonstrate that there are no
strongly linear relationships between average delay time
and subduction-related parameters. The highest R value that
we obtained (R = 0.51) was for the depth to the slab at the
volcanic arc (H), shown in Figure 5l. There is a weak trend
of decreasing path-corrected dt values and increasing depth
to slab, although there is also plenty of scatter in this trend
and exceptions to it. Globally, H has been found to have a
weak correlation with slab dip [Syracuse and Abers, 2006],
so it is interesting to note that we do not observe any discernable relationship between dt and dip in our study (Figure 5f).
[45] Finally, we note that there are two quantities related
to trench migration that display weak trends when compared
with path-corrected delay time values. We have previously
[Long and Silver, 2008] documented a relationship between
dt (not corrected for path lengths) and the quantity Vnorm,
which represents the absolute value of the trench migration
rate, |Vt|, normalized by the convergence velocity, Vc. In
Figures 5n–5p, we investigate whether there are relationships between path-corrected delay time values and quantities related to the trench migration velocity. Figure 5n shows
a plot of path-corrected dt versus trench migration rate
(as calculated by Schellart et al. [2008] for HS3-Nuvel1A);
there is no clear relationship between these quantities. However, there is a somewhat clearer trend visible in Figure 5o,
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Figure 6. Fast direction patterns plotted against a variety of parameters describing subduction. To quantify fast direction
patterns, we have assigned each system an integer value from 1 to 5, where 1 indicates dominantly trench-parallel fast directions and 5 indicates dominantly trench-perpendicular fast directions. A value of 2 indicates a spatial transition from trenchparallel f close to the trench to trench-perpendicular f further from the trench, while a value of 4 indicates the opposite
transition. A value of 3 indicates fast directions either that are highly spatially variable or that are oblique to the trench strike.
Symbols are also color coded according to the fast direction pattern, using the same convention as Figures 1 and 5. As in
Figure 5, we plot fast directions as a function of convergence velocity (a), trench-normal convergence velocity (b), plate descent rate (c), downgoing plate age (d), overriding plate stress regime (e), slab dip (f), slab thermal parameter (g), radius of
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of trench migration rate (o), and Vnorm, which represents the absolute value of the trench migration rate normalized by the
total convergence velocity (p). Note that the x axis in Figure 6p uses a log scale.
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Figure 6. (continued)
the trench to trench-perpendicular f further from the trench,
while a value of 4 indicates the opposite transition. A value
of 3 indicates fast directions that are either highly spatially
variable or oblique to the trench strike and thus not easily classiﬁable as either mostly trench parallel or mostly trench
perpendicular. Of the 17 subduction systems in our data set,

the majority (12, or 71%) fall into either Category 1 or
Category 2, and therefore, trench-parallel fast directions tend
to dominate the observations globally, as for the sub-slab
anisotropy case [Long and Silver, 2009].
[48] As Figure 6 demonstrates, this type of comparison
is less successful at identifying general trends than the
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Figure 6. (continued)

subduction systems. Unfortunately, many of the available
data sets do not have good along-strike coverage. Here we
focus on analyzing along-strike variations in splitting patterns for the Ryukyu and Central America subduction zones,
two regions with relatively good along-strike coverage from
either permanent (Japan) or temporary (Central America)
stations. In particular, we look for along-strike variations in
shear wave splitting fast direction orientation and delay time
that may correlate with variations in convergence velocity,
slab dip angle, plate age, trench migration rate, and distance
to the slab edge.
[51] We used the work of Long and van der Hilst [2006]
to study along-strike variation in the Ryukyu arc. We
divided the arc into three segments (northern, central, and
southern) and averaged the shear wave splitting fast
direction orientations and delay times in each segment
(Figure 7a). The northern and central segments contain
predominantly trench-parallel fast directions. In the
southernmost portion of the arc near the slab edge, the trench
is highly curved, and therefore, it is unclear whether the
southernmost segment exhibits trench-parallel fast directions
(relative to the trench orientation to the east) or trench
oblique fast directions (relative to the trench orientation to

comparison with delay times described above. For nearly every subduction parameter examined, we found no evidence
for an obvious relationship with fast direction patterns. Perhaps the most notable feature of the plots shown in Figure 6
is that for every parameter tested, systems that fall into fast
direction Category 1 (dominantly trench-parallel fast directions), the most common behavior, cover a wide range of
values for that parameter.
[49] The only parameter that exhibits even a weak relationship with fast direction patterns is the trench radius of
curvature, which is shown in Figure 6h. As with other
parameters, we ﬁnd that dominantly trench-parallel fast
directions are found in a variety of trench geometries,
including both highly curved and nearly straight trenches.
It is notable, however, that systems in Category 3, 4, or 5,
which deviate from the most commonly observed patterns,
are all associated with relatively small radii of curvature
(that is, highly curved trenches).
4.3. Along-Strike Variations in Splitting Behavior
[50] While average wedge splitting parameters for individual subduction zones are useful, it is also desirable to investigate along-strike variations in wedge splitting in individual
16
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Figure 7. Map view of along-strike variations in delay time and fast direction for the Ryukyu (a) and
Central America (b) subduction zones. For each segment, we show a rose diagram that represents a circular histogram of all fast direction measurements along with an average delay time (in seconds).
[54] The Central American subduction zone does exhibit
along-strike variations in several subduction parameters
(Figure 8b). Convergence velocity decreases from about
70 km/Ma to 65 km/Ma and then increases again to 80 km/Ma
towards the southeast (closer to the slab edge). The slab
dip increases slowly moving southeast from ~60 to 65
but then abruptly decreases back to 45 . Plate age at the
trench is about 15–20 Ma and shows little along-strike variation. The trench is rolling back at ~2 cm/yr in the northern
half of the arc, and this decreases slightly to ~1 cm/yr in the
southern half [Schellart et al., 2008]. The study region
spans ~500 km, with the southeasternmost stations
~100 km from the proposed slab edge. As with Ryukyu,
there are no obvious correlations between the along-strike
variation in subduction parameters and along-strike variations in either delay time or fast direction distributions.
[55] Both the Ryukyu and Central America subduction
zones exhibit evidence of along-strike variation, with predominantly trench-parallel fast directions everywhere except
for close to the slab edge, where the fast direction orientation
becomes either trench-perpendicular or oblique. Both of the
subduction zones also show increasing convergence velocities moving towards the slab edge. While it may be expected
that a faster convergence velocity would lead to more coherent wedge ﬂow, toroidal ﬂow around the slab edge due to
trench migration may complicate this argument, as discussed
below.

the south). There is no obvious trend in delay time alongstrike (Figure 8a), with average delay times in each of the
segments differing by two-tenths of a second or less.
[52] Subduction parameters in the Ryukyu arc also vary
along-strike (Figure 8a). Trench-normal (that is, obliquity
corrected) convergence velocity increases along-strike
moving southwards (towards the slab edge) from about 65
to 80 km/Ma but then decreases to 60 km/Ma at the
southernmost arc segment due to the change in trench curvature [Syracuse and Abers, 2006]. Slab dip decreases from
roughly 60 to 40 , and slab age increases from about
25 Ma to 40 Ma. The trench is advancing at ~3 cm/yr in the
northern half of the arc, but this decreases moving southwards
and eventually switches to trench rollback (~2 cm/yr) in the
southernmost segment [Schellart et al., 2008]. The study area
spans about ~1000 km, with the southwesternmost station
located ~150 km from the slab edge. Despite the clear alongstrike variations in subduction parameters in the Ryukyu subduction system, there are no obvious correlations between
these variations and variations in shear wave splitting parameters (Figure 8a).
[53] Results from Abt et al. [2009] were used to analyze
along-strike variations in the Central America subduction zone
beneath Costa Rica and Nicaragua (Figure 7b). We divided the
arc into six segments of length 100 km along-strike. Five of
the six segments reveal roughly trench-parallel fast directions,
with the sixth southeasternmost segment (closest to the slab
edge) exhibiting trench-perpendicular or oblique fast directions. Most of the segments exhibit some variability in fast
direction orientation. However, we note that in certain areas,
the authors detect a transition from trench-perpendicular fast
directions in the fore arc to trench-parallel fast direction in
the back arc, and we do not differentiate between the measurements made in the fore arc and back arc in our along-strike
analysis. We observe no along-strike trends in shear wave
splitting delay time.

4.4. Additional Tests
[56] In addition to the exploratory comparisons discussed
in section 4.2 and the regional views discussed in section
4.3, we have carried out several additional tests (Figure 9)
that are driven by the speciﬁc model predictions described
in section 3. We investigated plots of non-path-lengthcorrected dt as a function of slab age (Figure 9a) and dip
(Figure 9b), which are relevant for testing the serpentinite
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Figure 8. Variation of splitting delay times and other subduction parameters for the Ryukyu (a) and
Central America (b) subduction zones. For each region, we show the along-strike variation in average
dt (top panel), in plate age (green) and dip (orange) (middle panel), and in convergence velocity (blue)
and trench migration velocity (red) (bottom panel). For trench migration velocity, positive values indicate
trench rollback and negative values indicate trench advance.
major driver of wedge ﬂow. We used values of large-scale
ﬂow derived from the global model of Conrad and Behn
[2010] in a local ﬁxed-trench reference frame, as compiled
by Paczkowski [2012]. This comparison is shown in
Figure 9c, and no obvious relationship is apparent. Finally,
we investigated potential relationships between path-corrected

LPO model and which show no obvious correlation. We also
tested whether dt correlates with the along-strike component
of ambient mantle ﬂow to test the hypothesis that trenchparallel ﬂow is driven by the global background mantle ﬂow
ﬁeld; in this scenario, downgoing slabs are decoupled from
the wedge above them and do not themselves represent the
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Figure 9. Additional plots of wedge delay times against various subduction parameters needed for speciﬁc testing of various
models for wedge dynamics. In Figure 9a, we plot average wedge delay times (not corrected for path length) against downgoing
plate age. In Figure 9b, we similarly plot non-corrected average delay times against slab dip. Figure 9c shows path-corrected
average delay times versus the magnitude of the trench-parallel component of background mantle ﬂow (including both the
effects of trench migration and large-scale mantle convection, in the reference frame of the trench), as compiled by Paczkowski
[2012]. In Figure 9d, we plot path-corrected average dt values against the obliquity angle of the subducting plate relative to the
trench. Only systems with dominantly trench-parallel fast directions are shown (categories 1 and 2, as described in section 4.2).
In Figure 9e, we similarly plot path-corrected delay times against the along-strike component of downgoing plate velocity
(relative to the overriding plate); as in Figure 9d, we only show systems with dominantly trench-parallel f.
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dt and obliquity angle (Figure 9d) and path-corrected dt
and along-strike downgoing plate velocity (Figure 9e)
only for those systems with dominantly trench-parallel fast
directions or systems that exhibit a trench-parallel to trenchperpendicular transition in f. This was intended to test the
prediction of the oblique transpression model, and as with
the other plots in Figure 9, we found no correlation between
the sets of variables.

may be responsible for up to ~1 s of trench-parallel SKS
splitting in some subduction zones [Faccenda et al., 2008].
The potential effect of such an SPO anisotropy on local S
splitting measurements is somewhat ambiguous, as the effect
on any given local S raypath would depend on the depth
(relative to the interface at the top of the slab) of the source
earthquake. One possibility is that for subduction systems with
a well-deﬁned double Wadati-Benioff zone (commonly
known as a DBZ) [e.g., Brudzinski et al., 2007], rays that originate from the upper plane of seismicity would not sample the
faulted, hydrated region of the slab, while rays that originate
from the lower plane of seismicity would. Our global compilation of average splitting does not allow us to test this
prediction, but a recent study by Huang et al. [2011b] used
the well-deﬁned DBZ beneath northeastern Japan to isolate
the contribution to local S splitting from the shallow part of
the slab and found that the contribution to splitting from the
upper portion of the slab is limited to ~0.1 s. This prediction
remains to be tested in other subduction zones, however.
[60] Rather than a single, simple model that explains the
ﬁrst-order characteristics of the global splitting data set, we
favor a hybrid model that incorporates aspects of many of
the models that have been proposed. Speciﬁcally, variables
such as convergence velocity, trench migration, melt production, variations in slab morphology and wedge rheology,
proximity to slab edges, ambient large-scale mantle ﬂow,
local mineralogy, and conditions of deformation all likely
play a role in controlling wedge anisotropy. Such a hybrid
conceptual model could and should be developed further
into a model that makes speciﬁc testable predictions that
are based on modeling of these various effects.
[61] If this complicated view of mantle wedge ﬂow and
anisotropy is correct, then there are some important implications for our understanding of wedge dynamics. To explore
one example, along-strike material transport is likely important in many, though not all, mantle wedge systems. Such
along-strike ﬂow has important implications for our understanding of mantle wedge thermal structure, slab surface temperatures, and volatile and melt transport, phenomena which
are usually investigated in the context of two-dimensional
models. The effects of along-strike ﬂow on phenomena such
as slab surface temperatures or wedge thermal structure may
serve as a testable prediction of a hybrid model. For instance,
if the effects of along-strike ﬂow on wedge thermal structure
can be elucidated and predictions can be made about the effect
on, say, geochemical or petrological observables, then independent lines of evidence for along-strike wedge ﬂow can be
tested against the patterns observed in the global wedge
splitting data set. Another important implication of alongstrike ﬂow is the nature of mechanical coupling between slabs
and the mantle material above them. In the sub-slab mantle,
the possible presence of trench-parallel sub-slab ﬂow has been
inferred from anisotropy observations; if this view is correct,
it implies some degree of mechanical decoupling between
the slab and the subjacent mantle [Russo and Silver, 1994;
Long and Silver, 2008, 2009; Jadamec and Billen, 2010;
Paczkowski, 2012]. If such along-strike ﬂow is present in the
wedge as well, then it also implies that downgoing slabs are
imperfectly coupled to the mantle above them, perhaps as a
consequence of a strongly non-Newtonian rheology, the
presence of partial melt, or the presence of weak materials
such as serpentinites.

5. Discussion and Summary
[57] It is patently obvious from the tests and comparisons
shown in Figures 7–9 that none of the predictions made by
the simple models discussed in section 3 are supported by
the global data set and that no model predicts the variations
in wedge splitting behavior observed globally. To highlight
just a few striking examples, the B-type fabric model predicts
a transition from trench-parallel to trench-perpendicular fast
directions approximately co-located with the volcanic arc,
but while many systems do exhibit a transition at or near this
location (Alaska, NE Japan, Mexico, and New Zealand), in
the Tonga system the transition is located far into the back
arc (~350 km from the trench), which is not consistent with
the B-type fabric model. If trench-parallel ﬂow driven by
trench migration were the primary explanation for mantle
wedge anisotropy, one might expect to see a relationship
between dt (as a proxy for the strength/coherence of trenchparallel ﬂow and the resulting anisotropy) and trench migration rate (Vt or |Vt|). While there is a hint of a trend of
increasing dt with increasing |Vt| for trenches moving faster
than ~10 mm/yr (Figure 5o), a group of systems with nearly
stationary trenches and large delay times (Figure 5o) does
not agree with the predictions of this model.
[58] Some of the models discussed in section 3 are difﬁcult to test directly with our global compilation but can be
tested with regional datasets. For example, modeling studies
have investigated the possibility of trench-parallel stretching
in the mantle wedge due to complexity in slab morphology
such as along-strike changes in slab dip [Kneller and van
Keken, 2007, 2008]. We can gain some insight into whether
this model of complex wedge ﬂow due to complex slab morphology correctly describes the global wedge splitting data
set by examining the plots in Figure 7 of along-strike variations in individual subduction zones. This ﬁgure includes
Ryukyu, a relatively simple subduction system in terms of
slab morphology. While the observations of complex splitting behavior in some systems are consistent with the predictions of the numerical models (e.g., South America and the
Marianas) [Kneller et al., 2007], it is also clear that dominantly trench-parallel fast directions are also found in
systems such as Ryukyu that exhibit relatively simple slab
morphology. We can easily indentify other wedge anisotropy mechanisms which very likely make a contribution in
speciﬁc subduction zones but which do not appear to dominate the global signal. For example, antigorite LPO likely
makes a major contribution in some subduction zones
[Kneller et al., 2008; Nikulin et al., 2009] but certainly not
all [e.g., Wirth and Long, 2012].
[59] There are some models that cannot be easily tested
using typical local S splitting datasets but can be tested using
the raypath conﬁgurations of speciﬁc studies. For example,
aligned serpentinized cracks in the shallow part of the slab
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also presents an opportunity, because it implies that wedge
anisotropy contains information about a host of subduction
processes that are often difﬁcult to constrain observationally.
If our understanding of mantle wedge anisotropy progresses
to the point where we can conﬁdently assess the relative contributions of different processes in individual subduction
systems, then observations and interpretations of anisotropic
structure have the potential to yield important insights into
mantle processes above subducting slabs.

[62] In order to deepen our understanding of mantle wedge
geodynamics and fully elucidate the many processes that may
contribute to wedge anisotropy, it is vital to integrate the
constraints from local S splitting studies such as those
compiled in this paper with insights from geodynamics and
mineral physics studies. To highlight one example, the viscosity structure of the mantle wedge remains one of the more
poorly constrained parameters in subduction zone geodynamics [e.g., van Keken, 2003]. It is vital, however, to understanding the possible role of small-scale convection in wedge
dynamics [Wirth and Korenaga, 2012] and to understanding
how trench migration might drive along-strike material transport in the wedge [Conder and Wiens, 2007; Druken et al.,
2011]. Insights from geodynamical modeling [e.g., Billen
and Gurnis, 2001; Lev and Hager, 2011] and mineral physics/petrology investigations [e.g., Hirth and Kohlstedt, 2003;
Dixon et al., 2004] are crucial to resolving the viscosity structure of the wedge and thus to understanding the controls on
wedge ﬂow. A second issue that cannot be resolved from shear
wave splitting alone is the geometry of olivine and serpentinite
LPO patterns under different conditions of deformation; understanding LPO geometry in different parts of the wedge system requires insight from both experiments [e.g., Jung and
Karato, 2001; Karato et al., 2008; Katayama et al., 2009]
and from natural mantle-derived rocks [e.g., Mizukami et al.,
2004; Nishii et al., 2011]. Progress in our understanding of
mantle wedge anisotropy and dynamics will not come from
seismological investigations alone, of course, but requires integration of insights from multiple disciplines.
[63] Out of necessity, we have made many simplifying
assumptions in assembling our compilation of ﬁrst-order
splitting patterns in subduction zone wedges worldwide,
and no compilation of this type can capture all of the complexity inherent in any individual data set. However, our
global compilation does have some advantages that circumvent some of the limitations of individual data sets (e.g., limited station and raypath coverage). For example, many
individual local S splitting data sets lack the detail to discern
a relationship between splitting delay time and event depth;
however, such a relationship is visible in our global compilation (Figure 3). Although the tests and comparisons carried
out here do not uniquely constrain all of the controls on
mantle wedge anisotropy in subduction zones worldwide,
we hope that our compilation will serve as a benchmark
for future models of mantle wedge dynamics and for future
work on, for example, the likely distribution of B-type
olivine and deformed serpentinite above subducting slabs.
[64] The complexities in (and limitations of) local S splitting datasets and the many models for wedge anisotropy
that are, to ﬁrst order, consistent with observations have
presented a major challenge for our understanding of wedge
dynamics. While the comparisons between wedge splitting
observations and subduction-related parameters presented
in this paper can be helpful in ruling out certain models, it
is clear that our understanding of the origin and implications
of anisotropy in the mantle wedge is far from complete.
We have argued in this paper that many factors—twodimensional corner ﬂow, along-strike ﬂow, local complexities such as slab morphology, unusual LPO geometries in
olivine and serpentinite minerals—likely compete to control
the distribution of wedge anisotropy in any given subduction
zone. While this complexity presents a major challenge, it
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